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Sustainable Flood Management: 
An Engineer’s Viewpoint
Preaching What We’ve Always Practiced?



Why do we need to act now?.......................Key Drivers

What do we need to do?.........The European Response

How should we do it?...Sustainable Flood Management

The ‘13 Commandments’ ..…………..and a new CAR?

How have we been doing so far?.....Red light or Green?

How can we do better? The Good the Bad and the Ugly
The views expressed in this presentation are the views of the author and not necessarily those of the 
Scottish Executive, the Flood Issues Advisory Committee or Jacobs Babtie.
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The ‘Sermon’ – 6 Points 2 Ponder
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Why do we need to act now?..........Key Drivers

In Europe - 100 major damaging floods 1998 – 2002 
including catastrophic floods in August 2002……101 now!

Since 1998 >700 fatalities
> 0.5 million people displaced
> 25 billion Euro in insured economic losses

More people living in areas at risk of flooding

Increasing value of economic
assets located in flood risk areas

Substantial health implications
– physical and psychological
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Increase in rainfall, mean sea level and tidal surge magnitude 
and  frequency
‘Superstorm’ pluvial events with ‘tropical’ rainfall intensities
more common
UK Foresight Report

Estimates that river and coastal flood risk could increase by up to 
20 times in some places in the UK
Possibly a 4 fold increase in intra-urban flood risk
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Why do we need to act now?..........Key Drivers

Climate Change
‘One of the greatest 
challenges we face 
this century’



The growing flood risk (and risk of drought) and the threat to 
human life, economic assets and the environment has the 
potential to undermine the European Economy and Europe’s 
commitment to Sustainable Development

Maintaining the Blue Planet?Blue Planet?
…………or the desolation of a Life on Mars?Mars?



Sustainable Flood Management: An Engineer’s Viewpoint 
Preaching What We’ve Always Practiced?
What do we need to do?.....The  European Response

2000 The Water Framework Directive: - “contribute to mitigating the             
effects of floods”

2002 EU Flood Alert System (EFAS)
2003

New EU Common Agricultural Policy
EU Water Directors Best Practice Document on flood prevention, 
protection and mitigation

2004
Consultation Meeting in April
Proposals for Rural Development and New Cohesion Policy 
(environment and risk prevention key themes)
Communication on Flood Risk Management including proposal for 
concerted EU action programme COM(2004) 472
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The European Response
2004 Communication on Flood Risk Management
Looked at:

The problem? 
Have we gone off the rails?
What is already being done?

At European level
Activities by Member States
International co-operation for 
transboundary rivers

What could be done at European level? 
Proposal for concerted EU action 
on Flood Risk Management
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improving co-operation and coordination through the development and 
implementation of flood risk management plans

developing and implementing flood risk maps as a tool for planning 
and communication

improving information exchange

developing stronger linkages between 
the research community and authorities

improving co-ordination between the relevant Community policies

increasing awareness of flood risks through wider stakeholder 
participation

Annex set out
Principles, Objectives and Key Outputs

The European Response
Essential Features of the Flood Action Programme
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European Action Programme on Flood Risk Management
3 Key Elements

1. Information and Research: improving information exchange and 
stronger linkages between research and policy

2. EU Funding Possibilities: improving coordination between EU 
funding programmes

3. Legislative Proposal:
Flood Risk Management Plans 
and 
Flood Risk Maps.

Guiding principle that flood risk management should be 
integrated to the extent possible with river basin 
management plans developed in accordance with the 
Water Framework Directive
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Flood Risk Management Plans and Flood Risk Maps
Proposal for a New Floods Directive

A key element of the proposed Action 
Programme is that Member States 
develop and implement flood risk 
management plans and flood risk maps 
for each river basin and coastal zone 
where environment, human health 
and/or economic activities can be 
negatively affected.

Within the Commission it is now 
considered that the proposal will take 
the form of a new EU Floods Directive
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Proposal for a New Floods Directive
Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment

Need for flexibility - priorities for flood risk management vary and need
to account for work already undertaken by Member States

Specific objectives:
identify specific flooding issues and priorities for flood risk management
identify river basins and  coastal areas without significant risk 
and consequently with no need for further action
identify river basins and  coastal areas where mapping and  
flood management plan preparation have already been implemented

Thus set out specific requirements for flood mapping and flood risk
management plan preparation
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Flood Risk Maps 
indicate how risk varies in terms of potential economic damages and 

number of people at risk

developed for those areas where the flood hazard maps together with 
information on land use and a vulnerability assessment indicate that the 
potential flood risks are significant

provide input to the flood risk management plans by identifying flood 
prone areas that would benefit from flood risk management measures. 

reviewed, and revised if necessary, at least every six years starting from 
2015 onwards.
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Proposal for a New Floods Directive
Flood Mapping



Proposal for a New Floods Directive
Flood Risk Management Plans
Objectives

To enable better management of the risks of floods now and in the 
future

To promote sustainable flood risk management 
To look for opportunities to work with natural processes such as 

flood plain storage and conveyance and 
To deliver  multiple benefits from flood risk management,
To raise awareness to the public and relevant authorities about the 

flood hazards and risks and recommend approaches to deal with them, 
Take other policies into account and contribute to environmental 

objectives in the river basin and coastal zones
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River Basin Approach: Coordination of flood 
risk management will follow the same river 
basin approach as under the WFD. 

WFD Covers All Impacts: WFD covers all
impacts on waters - flood-related measures 
will have to be part of the objectives / 
management / control cycle
established under the WFD. 

Public Participation: Same approach as for the WFD - river basin, 
sub-basin, or local, depending on the particular circumstances 

Management Cycle: ‘Synchronisation’ of plans under WFD and 
under a new Floods Directive by 2015. Until 2015 the processes will be  
synchronized where possible.

Proposal for a New Floods Directive
Operational Links with Water Framework Directive
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Proposal for a New Floods Directive
Current Status and Next Stages

Formal drafting of the proposal for a Floods Directive
finalised and published on 18 January 2006.

Thereafter political process leading up to adoption 
of a Floods Directive
by the European 
Parliament and the 
Council and  transposition
into national legislation.

Formation of a
Floods Working Group
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The Water Environment and Water Services 
(Scotland) Act 2003

Transposed the Water Framework Directive into Scottish 
Legislation

Will place a duty on Scottish Ministers, SEPA and local 
authorities to co-operate with each other to promote SFM

……………….but did not provide a definition of SFM

How should we do it?
.........Sustainable Flood Management (SFM)
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A Vision for the Future?

Sustainable Flood Management :
Social - Improved quality of life, health and recreational amenity
Economic – Flood damage and planning blight avoidance
Environmental – Environmental improvement and habitat 
enhancement

A “win-win-win” solution ……..which can act as a catalyst for 
regeneration and the creation of employment

Tay Street in Perth
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Nov. 2003: National Technical Advisory Group on Flooding
Issues established by the Scottish Executive and developed
a Definition of SFM and 5 Objectives and 10 Principles

“Sustainable flood management provides the maximum possible
social and economic resilience against flooding, 
by protecting and working with the environment, in a way 
which is fair and affordable both now and in the future.”

‘Resilience’ means: ‘ability to recover quickly and easily’. 
The Scottish Executive uses it to deliver the ‘4As’: 
Awareness + Avoidance + Alleviation + Assistance.

‘Flooding’ means all types of flooding; surface (pluvial), sewer, river, 
groundwater, estuarine and coastal.

Sustainable Flood Management
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April 2005: the Flooding Issues Advisory Committee (FIAC) set 
up to continue the work of NTAG and advise on SFM 
implementation.

SFM pilot project to refine SFM 
Objectives, Principles and Indicators

Consultation included 3 Workshop 
Sessions to seek views of local
authorities and other main stakeholders

Existing Flood Management projects 
used to test Objectives, Principles 
and Indicators

Scottish Executive will use outcome as the basis for
SFM Consultation Paper later in 2006

Sustainable Flood Management
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Resilience:
Hawick, Oct 2005
‘Normal Service will be resumed      
as soon as possible’

(Image courtesy of SEPA)



1. Overall: Meets the needs for flood resilience [ability to 
recover from flooding quickly and easily, embracing the 4As 
(Awareness, Avoidance, Alleviation and Assistance) and 
enhancing community benefit - all at affordable cost.] 

The Knowledge –
The ‘13 Commandments’!

5 Draft Modified SFM Objectives
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To meet this overall objective the following needs must
be integrated:-
2. Social: Enhanced community benefit with appropriate access for 

everyone.

3. Environmental: Protect and work with the environment, with 
respect for all species, habitats, landscapes and built heritage. 
[Deterioration or negative impacts be should avoided, if possible.
Resources should 
be selected to 
minimise greenhouse 
gas emissions.]

The ‘13 Commandments’!
5 Draft Modified SFM Objectives

Image courtesy SEPA
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4 Economic: Deliver resilience at affordable cost with fair 
economic outcomes.

5 Future Generations: Allow for future adaptability with a fair 
balance between meeting present needs
and those of future generations.

The ‘13 Commandments’!
5 Draft Modified SFM Objectives

Images courtesy Image courtesy of Glen Urquhart Land Use Partnership and SEPA
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……….and 8 Principles

Draft Modified SFM Principles
1. Strategic Approach: SFM should reflect a strategic approach both 

nationally and locally, with phasing where appropriate. It should take 
account of the 2003 WEWS Act principles of co-ordinated 
management to achieve relevant objectives for all water bodies and 
planning policy contained in SPP7 ……….(and PPS25?) It should use 
Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) and Sustainability 
Appraisal as they are introduced into Scottish Methodology.

2. Responsibility (Working in Partnership): All stakeholders should be 
actively engaged in and share responsibility for achieving SFM. They 
are expected to collaborate constructively to meet SFM objectives.

The ‘13 Commandments’!
5 Objectives
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3. Options Appraisal: Sustainability issues should be considered from the 
earliest stages of investigating options. Options should include at least 
one that represents a ‘most sustainable benchmark’, addressing all 
‘4As’: Awareness, Avoidance, Alleviation and Assistance. Decision 
making tools will include, but not be limited to, Cost Benefit Analysis. [A 
whole-life (construction, maintenance, running and renewal) view of the 
costs and benefits should be taken.] 

4. Uncertainty: A long term view of sustainability means acknowledging 
and taking account of current and 
future uncertainties, including 
current data and models, climate
change and land use. Flood risk 
should be expressed clearly. It 
also requires explicit consideration 
of the implications of flood events
that exceed design limits. 

The 13 Commandments! - 8 Principles
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5. Multiple Benefits: SFM should seek opportunities for multiple
benefits but also cover costs and frequency of loss (economic, rural, 
landscape or amenity enhancement) wherever possible, and seek 
other relevant funding sources. 

6. Openness: The whole process of developing a scheme should be 
transparent and there should be a common, shared source of 
information, from which all stakeholders can access and learn 

The 13 Commandments! - 8 Principles

Image courtesy SEPA
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7. Democracy: SFM should promote effective community engagement
Decisions should be taken at the local level, as far as possible, and 
reflect local community ‘Agenda 21’ or similar sustainability objectives. 
Parties should plan and manage to achieve community consents 
without the cost and delay of a Public Inquiry.

8. Simplicity: Implementation of SFM should be understandable, aim for 
ease of delivery, and promote continual learning and sharing of 
knowledge

The 13 Commandments! - 8 Principles

Images courtesy Royal Haskoning and SEPA
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SFM compliance will be a requirement of the 
Controlled Activity Regulations 2005 which will be 
implemented by SEPA and came into effect on
1st April 2006

The 13 Commandments!

- 5 Objectives
- 8 Principles

..……and a new CAR?
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Slide courtesy of SEPA
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The Controlled Activity Regulations

Slide courtesy of SEPA
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The Controlled Activity Regulations

Slide courtesy of SEPA
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The Controlled Activity Regulations

Slide courtesy of SEPA
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The Controlled Activity Regulations

Slide courtesy of SEPA
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The Controlled Activity Regulations

34Slide courtesy of SEPA



The Controlled Activity Regulations

Slide courtesy of SEPA
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How have we been doing so far?
……….....Red light or Green?

Many flood management schemes and projects completed in recent 
years score well against the draft modified SFM Principles

Perth : No option but to include direct flood defences due to tidal flood 
risk and minimal further enhancement possible through upstream storage
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Without consciously applying SFM principles at inception, feasibility,
design and implementation stages engineers have in many cases 
adopted and applied sustainable approaches which are consistent with 
the draft modified SFM Objectives and Principles.

How have we been doing so far?
……….....Red light or Green?

Perth Flood 
Alleviation 
Scheme –
Saltire Award
in the 
Environment 
Category 
2001
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How have we been doing so far?
……….......Red light or Green?

Approaches which have been applied often include:
A catchment-wide holistic approach including upstream options such 
as storage.
Recognition of climate change and allowance for a higher level of 
protection incorporated (either now or in the future).
Awareness of environmental sensitivities and early consideration of 
issues and means to mitigate environmental impacts.
Consultation with key stakeholders and with the public from an early 
stage.
Costing on a whole life basis.
Seeking out Multiple Benefits coupling flood risk mitigation with 
amenity, recreational and environmental enhancement.
Seeking opportunities to enhance business viability and regeneration 
potential. 
Working in partnership as a unified team to achieve a successful 
outcome for the benefit of all concerned.
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How have we been doing so far?
.....Red light or Green?
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How can we do better?
The Good the Bad and the Ugly

……….. inappropriate development?

Images courtesy SEPA
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How can we do better?
The Good the Bad and the Ugly

…………. Defences

Too High! Too Low!

Too Close!Too Leaky!
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How can we do better?
The Good the Bad and the Ugly

………… channels and culverts

Not Good! Not Bad!

Fish 
Pass?? ?

Images courtesy SEPA
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How can we do better?
The Good the Bad and the Ugly

………. transportation disruption

Undersized 
bridge?Undersized 

culvert?

Advance 
warning?

Heavy silt 
load?

Images courtesy SEPA and Environment Agency
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Sharing Good Practice 
……...….learn from the past?

The River Aire Washland flood management system in Yorkshire 
parts of which are thought to date back to Roman times.

Images courtesy  the Environment Agency 44



Conclusion

The current SFM initiative might therefore be regarded as 
consolidating and building on good practices which are 
already familiar to engineers and other professionals 
engaged in flood management
………….. a matter of ‘preaching what Engineer’s have 
always practiced’?

The opportunity will always be 
taken to mitigate environmental, 
visual amenity and recreational 
impacts and also

…….be alert to innovation
Image courtesy SEPA
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A Sustainable Flood Management  Vision 
will require Innovative Concepts

Pluvial Flooding in Urban Areas
‘Flying Saucers’

Using remote sensing data to identify saucer shaped depressions.

Track superstorms flying in 
– early warning?

Alleviation measures.
Contingency plans. 

Pluvial Extreme Event Plans 

‘PEEPs’
“Peeping at Flying Saucers” 46

Image courtesy Louis Flood



Innovative Concepts
Tipping Flood Defence System

“Provides a flood defence 

up to around 3m high 

without disrupting 

visual amenity”

47Image courtesy  Glasgow University



Warning of Operation

Standard Arrangement of 
Tipping Flood Defence Wall

(Patent Applied For)

Raised GL

Existing GL

3m approx

Tipping Flood Defence System

Engineering and Ecology can co-exist!
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The River Tummel: a Site with 
Present-Day High Ecological 

Status Following Recovery From 
Historical River Engineering

David Gilvear and Nigel Willby, 
Centre for River Restoration Science

School of Biological and Environmental Science, 
University of Stirling



River Tummel





An early history of river 
engineering

In a letter dated 23rd January 1733 it states that one of the 
conditions of the mortgage of some land from the estates 
was that “12 ells of ground on the River Tay are to be fenced yearly 
with stones to prevent flood damage”. Within the Atholl Estate 
accounts there are also records of payment for work in 1837 
and 1838 following the great flood of November 1837. With 
respect to flood embankment construction in 1838 the 
engineer stated that “they had been completed in a very 
substantial manner and are of such strength as I have no doubt will 
withstand the greatest flood”. In the reach Pitlochry to the 
Ballinluig road bridge 1826 estate maps reveal that 57% 
was arable, 22% improved grassland, 14% managed and 
6.5% natural woodland.







The flood of January 31st 1903
A hundred years have past since the Tay and Tummel 

floods of January 31st 1903. Flood marks on Smeaton's
Bridge in Perth record this flood as the 13th largest on the 
River Tay since 1800. On the River Tummel below Pitlochry
this flood resulted in 5 flood embankment breaches and the 
Duke of Atholl made the decision not to repair the flood 
embankments allowing the river to inundate its floodplain 
and erode its banks during floods Since that time most 
reaches of the river have evolved naturally and created the 
landscape we see today which has high nature conservation 
and landscape value.





1971 2003



Potted  history of the River 
Tummel

• Pre 1750 - a mobile multi-channeled river that 
swept backwards and forwards across its valley

• 1750-1903 - river increasingly confined to a 
single course, with widescale bank protection, 
embanking and upstream impoundment.

• 1903-present - left to partially go ‘wild’ except 
for occasional threats due such things as to local 
bank protection,  alien plants etc
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Botanical importance I
• northern section of the SWT Shingle Islands Reserve there is an 

extensive vascular plant list recording some 377 species. Many of 
these were found and identified largely as a result of a visit in 1983 by 
a group of recorders from the Botanical Society of the British Isles 

• the southern section of the reserve has recorded 244 species on the 
floodplain 

• Parsons (2000) estimates 78 additional species have probably 
appeared since 1903 with 13 of them classified as nationally, 
regionally or locally rare. 

• Gravel bar complex studied by Gilvear and Willby (2006) > 150 
species in 1 hectare. Regarding higher plants there are two national 
rarities Purple Iris and Jacobs Ladder (both introduced) and the native 
nationally rare plants Maiden Pink and Shady Horsetail, plus 31 
locally rare higher plants. 



Botanical importance II
• On Ballinluig Island 107 funghi, 40 bryophytes and 100 lichen species 

have been recorded. Of the later Stereocaulon glareosum is nationally 
important and Catrillaria atomorioides is regionally important. Many 
of the fungi have a substratum of dead wood including Birch, Alder, 
Beech and Sycamore stressing the importance of dead wood.

• Key is succession : Tree successional sequence, over a 150 year 
timescale appears to be Alder (Alnus Glutinosa) to Alder-Birch 
(Betula Pubescens) then to Birch and finally Birch/Scots Pine  (Pinus
Sylvestris) woodland. Other species include Oak (Quercus sp.), Elder 
(Samucus nigra)  Sycamore (Acer pseudoplatnus), Hawthorn 
(Crataegus monogyna),  Willow (Salix sp.) Wych elm (Ulmus
Glabra) and Bird cherry (Prunus padus). Includes 35 hectares of 
alluvial residual forest







Aquatic macrophytes and the nature 
conservation importance of reach

Parameter Species

Tomdachoille species total 29

Ballinluig species total 29

Total number of species in Shingle Island Reserve 37

Total number of species found on Tummel 66

Number of species in all Tummel SSSIs 42

% of species pool in SSSI 64

Aquilegia vulgairs; Mentha piperita



Examples of faunal importance
• The insect fauna of Ballinluig Island is well established following a 

1986 survey and follow up surveys in 1997/8. Over 74 species of 
Lepidoptera, 80 species of spiders, 20 species of beetle, 29 
molluscs and 8 species of fly were recorded.  The later survey 
recorded the empid fly Hilaria hybrida, the first record of a male in 
Scotland. The site was graded B for invertebrates for the 
Invertebrate Site Register.

• River  (Lampetra planen) and Brook Lamprey (Lampetra
fluvialitis) are present and one reach on the Tummel has the highest 
availability of optimal and sub-optimal habitat of the whole Tay 
system.

• Common Gulls and Common Terns nest on the bare shingle 
gravels opposite Ballinluig and Tomdachoille Islands, The red-
breasted merganser, oystercatcher and common sandpiper, together
with a good diversity of small breeding birds, especially those of 
riverside and woodland habitats are believed to occur. 







Conclusion
• The Tummel is an illustration of how if fluvial processes 

are allowed to dominate a river corridor, the river can over 
time restore itself to good ecological status from a 
previously degraded status. 

• In this particularly example this has been aided by the river  
naturally being very “active” and their being a large 
sediment store to mobilise and redistribute. 

• The reach has attained its status with the presence of some 
river engineering and upstream impoundment. Flood 
attenuation by the dam is minimal but sediment trapping 
will have diminished habitats reliant on sandy material and 
long-term may affect the supply of gravel. 

• The rivers Special Area of Conservation status, the new 
Controlled Activities Regulations and work of SWT 
should help safeguard one of Scotland’s best river 
landscapes.



Application of Sediment Impact 
Assessment and Adaptive 

Management Techniques to 
Develop Sustainable Flood 

Management Solutions
Aim: To illustrate a sediment impact assessment approach (developed with the 

FRMRC) to account for sediment in streams using the Rothes Flood Alleviation 
Scheme Morayshire, Scotland.

Matt Hardwick
Wendy Johnston

Colin Thorne



Rothes FAS – Background

Rothes (population ~ 1,300) is located
in the Spey Valley (16 Km south of Elgin.)

Experienced 16 flood events
in the past 250 years, two major (25 – 50
Year return period) events in the 
last 7 years.

Three Burns which pass through
the town each present a flood risk.

Adverse practices associated with:
Insensitive agricultural land-use;
Structural flood defence; 
Local industry.
have resulted in significant impact on the hydrology and sediment regime, 
producing channels/floodplains with low flood capacities and low 
ecological diversity.



Study Area



Qualitative Sediment Assessment

Fluvial Audit: ‘a technique that examines the sediment conditions in a particular 
problem reach in relation to those in the catchment as a whole’ (Environment 
Agency, 1998)

uses a mixture of archive and field data to assess the catchment sediment 
dynamics and channel adjustments



Qualitative Sediment Assessment

Active system producing substantial quantities of gravel and fine sediment
In-channel structures trap sediment - linked to reach starvation
Sedimentation through gravel deposition and levee building through fine deposition

Localised deposition 
at  structure.

Downstream sediment 
storage.

Fine sediment source 
from steep bluff

DownstreamCentre of Rothes



Geomorphic map of the Burn of Rothes



Qualitative Sediment Assessment - Channel Instability Problems

Sedimentation at A941 Road Bridge

Baron’s Craig and 
Steep bluff on 

right  bank.

Evidence of degradation at the footbridge



The way forward

Develop an integrated management plan for the Burn of Rothes;

Identify a series of short, medium and long term goals for the stream system that 
are sustainable and plan steps that are required to achieve these goals;

Following initial baseline geomorphological investigations, sediment dynamics 
has been highlighted as the most important risk to the design and operation of an 
effective Flood Alleviation Scheme; and

The strategy report (Moray Flood Alleviation 2004) recommended that a 
quantitative assessment of sediment dynamics was required.  FRMRC ‘toolbox’ 
examined for options.



Beyond the Fluvial Audit – Sediment Impact Assessment

Objectives:
Assess impacts of sediment dynamics on flood risk at short, medium and 
long term timescales;

Evaluate and compare the performance of alternative flood defence 
proposals on changes in sediment transport, sediment connectivity and, 
subsequently, channel geomorphology.

Achieved through:
iSIS Sediment modelling was selected to: 

assess sediment dynamics quantitatively; and,
produce representative predictions and trends based on observed 
hydrologic and sediment data.



Modelling was successful in reproducing observed 
erosion and deposition trends

Figure 11 Burn of Rothes - Sediment Transport model
Net Bed Level Change
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Quantitative Sediment Assessment – Key Findings

1. Sedimentation occurs in areas in or 
around in-channel structures – which 
interrupt sediment transfer in the fluvial 
system.

2. Erosion located primarily in steep  
hydraulic areas and reaches 
downstream of extensive sedimentation 
– linked to disrupted sediment 
connectivity and downstream sediment 
starvation.



Quantitative Sediment Assessment – Key Findings 
(cont)…

3. Areas of deposition occur immediately downstream of reach where bed and 
energy gradients flatten locally.

4. Erosion and deposition are experienced at same locations under all design 
scenarios, suggesting problems are localised rather than related to reach-scale 
phenomena.

5. There was a good agreement between the findings of the qualitative fluvial audit 
and the quantitative sediment impact assessment performed using iSIS 
Sediment.



Benefits of using these tools for appraising sediment 
dynamics

1. Fluvial Audit – archival and field reconnaissance illustrated significance of 
sediment-related problems and the major risks to a Flood Defence Scheme.

2. Sediment transport modelling – iSIS proved to be an excellent tool for 
appraising and developing the options – locations of erosion and deposition, 
bed elevations for design of structures.

3. Assistance to O&M maintenance  - deciding ‘where’, ‘what type’ and ‘over 
what timescale’ channel maintenance will be required. 

4. Evaluation criteria and enable development of design guiding principles.

5. Design – prioritise reaches for rehabilitation and identified reference reach 
and assist in selecting appropriate rehabilitation and stabilisation measures

6. Ensure WFD was accounted for bringing together environmental and
engineering aspirations.



Unser Land.

www.tiroler-lech.at

Restoration and Engineering at the River Lech (Tyrol, 
Austria) in the Context of a LIFE-Project

Christian Moritz
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The river Lech

Source - Danube: 355 km, 3.900 km²

Tyrolean Lech: 61 km, 1.200 km²



The river Lech ...



The river  Lech ...



This is the end ...



Rarities and targets …
Myricaria germanica

Actitis
hypoleucos

Charadrius
dubius



River engineering - History

Devastations 1901, 1910, 1912

General Project 1914

Goals

Deep and narrow river bed

Keeping back the gravel in the 
tributaries



River engineering - History
Major river
engineering:
starting 1930‘s

Bed load
protection: 
1950‘s – 1960‘s



River engineering - History



River engineering - History



Results, Deficits
 

Mittlere Eintiefung des
mittleren Sohlenniveaus

1931-1992 [0,2m-Klassen]

M
m

197

Auflandung Eintiefung Aufla

km 228,8 Flußtypengrenze (historisch und aktuell)
km 228,0-226,7 Flußtypengrenze bis Kaiserbach
km 226,7-225,2 Kaiserbach bis Schreitebach
km 225,2-223,9 Schreitebach bis Hagerbach
km 223,9-222,4 Hagerbach bis Griestalbach
km 222,4-221,6 Griestalbach bis Höhenbach
km 221,6-221,0 Höhenbach bis Flußtypengrenze

km 221,0 Flußtypengrenze (historisch und aktuell)
km 221,0-219,5 Flußtypengrenze bis Sulztalbach
km 219,5-217,5 Sulzbachtal bis Modertalbach
km 217,5-216,6 Modertalbach bis Alperschonbach
km 216,6-216,0 Alperschonbach bis Ruitlbach
km 216,0-213,5 Ruitlbach bis Bernhardsbach
km 213,5-211,5 Bernhardsbach bis Scheidbach
km 211,5-210,7 Scheidbach bis Griesbach
km 210,7-207,5 Griesbach bis Otterbach
km 207,5-206,5 Otterbach bis Lahnbach
km 206,5-205,5 Lahnbach bis Flußtypengrenze

km 205,5 Flußtypengrenze (aktuell)
km 205,5-204,5 Flußtypengrenze bis Wasserfallbach
km 204,5-203,8 Wasserfallbach bis Streimbach
km 203,8-202,0 Streimbach bis Edelbach
km 202,0-200,2 Edelbach bis Kapellentalbach
km 200,2-199,2 Kapellentalbach bis Hornbach
km 199,2-197,7 Hornbach bis Hochstattbach
km 197,7-196,8 Hochstattbach bis Namlosbach
km 196,8-196,5 Namlosbach bis Flußtypengrenze

km 196,5 Flußtypengrenze (historisch und aktuell)
km 196,5-196,1 Flußtypengrenze bis Wiesbach
km 196,1-194,0 Wiesbach bis Schwarzwasserbach
km 194,0-192,3 Schwarzwasserbach bis Lehnbach
km 192,3-191,1 Lehnbach bis Stuibenbach
km 191,1-187,6 Stuibenbach bis Fahlenbach
km 187,6-186,8 Fahlenbach bis Rotlech
km 186,8-184,4 Rotlech bis Schwellenbach
km 184-4-183,9 Schwellenbach bis Flußtypengrenze

km 183,9 Flußtypengrenze (aktuell)
km 183,9-181,2

km 181,2 Flußtypengrenze (aktuell)
km 181,2-180,7 Flußtypengrenze bis Leimbach
km 180,7-179,2 Leimbach bis Sintwagritsche
km 179,2-177,2 Sintwagritsche bis Lein
km 177,2-176,5 Lein bis Archbach
km 176,5-176,0 Archbach bis Flußtypengrenze

km 176,0 Flußtypengrenze (historisch und aktuell)
km 176,0-174,5

km 174,5 Flußtypengrenze (historisch und aktuell)
km 174,5-172,8 Flußtypengrenze bis Sababach
km 172,8-171,7 Sababach bis Hundsarchbach
km 171,7-171,0 Hundsarchbach bis Flußtypengrenze

km 171,0 Flußtypengrenze (aktuell)
km 171,0-169,5 Flußtypengrenze bis Vils

169,5-167,4 Vils bis Flußtypengrenze
km 167,4 Flußtypengrenze (historisch und aktuell)

Riverbed sinking
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Old goals surpassed

New objectives

Stabilizing, raising the 
river bed

Revitalisation



The LIFE-Project

Duration 6 years (2001 –2007)

Total 7,82 mio. €

(49,5 % LIFE-funding)

53 single projects

5 national project partners



River engineering and revitalisation – the Problem

Lech
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Solution – a set of coordinated measures

Lech
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Widening the river
Stabilizing the river bed
Revitalisation
Enhancing bed load input: 
bank erosion

Opening retention dams
Enhancing bed load input 
from the tributaries

Bed load entrapment
Minimize gravel 
accumulation in the 
critical settlement area
Revitalisation
Concentrating dredging 
spots



River widening Vils
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River widening Johannesbrücke



River widening Martinau



Opening retention dams – Hornbach, Schwarzwasserbach



Opening retention dams –Schwarzwasserbach

Accumulated bed load volumeAccumulated bed load volume:  :  300.000 m³300.000 m³

1st 1st loweringlowering (4 m) 1983:  „just a (4 m) 1983:  „just a littlelittle““set freeset free

2nd 2nd loweringlowering (2 m) 1988: (2 m) 1988: 45.000 m³45.000 m³

3rd 3rd loweringlowering (3 m) 2003: (3 m) 2003: 42.000 m³42.000 m³



Opening retention dams –Schwarzwasserbach

28.08.2003

15.06.2004



Opening retention dams –Schwarzwasserbach



Opening retention dams –Schwarzwasserbach
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Opening retention dams – Hornbach

Accumulated bed load volumeAccumulated bed load volume:  :  900.000 m³900.000 m³

1st 1st loweringlowering (3 m) 2003: (3 m) 2003: 114.000 m³ 114.000 m³ set freeset free



Opening retention dams – Hornbach
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Bed-load entrapment Ehenbichl



Bed-load entrapment Ehenbichl

Splitting of the river into two channels (retention-dredging zone
and bypass)

Retention and dredging zone,
stores 50-70% of the arriving bed load (V=75.000m³),
depending on flood flows

Bypass (~1 km) untouched by dredgings,
forwards the rest of the bed load to the downstream reach  

Two ground ramps and one diversion structure



Bed-load entrapment Ehenbichl

Physical model 1:80 - Examination and optimisation

Height of the ramps - width and height of the diversion structure

Limitation of bottom width in the bypass - channel 

Two groynes upstream the diversion structure



Bed-load entrapment Ehenbichl

Physical model 1:80 – Results, deposition rate in the entrapment

Mean year ...................................... ~ 50% (of the total bed load capacity)

Extreme discharges (HQ100)...........~ 80% (of the total bed load capacity)



Thank you for your attention
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